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Control rooms are facilities that serve as operations
centers to supervise complex processes, e.g. in power
plants or industrial production plants. In today’s control
rooms operators mainly interact with these processes
via desktop computers. From a cognitive point of view
mediation of process dynamics by means of keyboard,
mouse and computer displays is insufficient as
perception is heavily reduced to the visual sense.
Mounted on the framework Blended Interaction we
present novel interaction styles that holistically address
the domain specific requirements and support several
forms of interaction in control room environments.
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Introduction
Control rooms can be found in various application areas
ranging from energy production to traffic control.

Across
s the different are
eas control room operation
o
essentially involves mo
onitoring and controlling activities
of com
mplex processes. Thus,
T
control room
ms form a demanding field as to the
e operator’s cognittive load [8].
Hereb
by, mental models
s play a key role in
n terms of
monittoring process dyn
namics [8]. In ord
der to keep cognitive load at an approp
priate level and to
o establish a
menta
al model interface
e design has to center the
operator with her/his abilities. Emerging post-WIMP
aces take advanta
age of these abilities; however
interfa
they have
h
not found their way into the realms of control
rooms
s yet. Instead, con
ntrol rooms are sttill dominated
by desktop systems tha
at cannot provide processed user experience
e and may therefo
ore antagonize
relate
the ge
eneration of adequate mental mode
els [9]. Given
that, control
c
room design should be a ho
olistic effort,
consid
dering both new te
echnologies and theories
t
from
the fie
eld of human-com
mputer interaction.

T
themes provide a
and Workfflow (see Fig. 1). The
holistic approach for concep
ptual designs that facilitate
natural, co
omputer-supporte
ed collaboration.

In this
s paper we presen
nt concepts of two
o exemplary
contro
ol room domains. The concepts are
e motived by the
ration
nales of Blended In
nteraction [5] and
d focus on more
adequ
uate interaction sttyles and represen
ntations of
proces
ss information.

Within Blended Interaction the theory of Con
nceptual
Blending [3,5] is suggested as a guide to com
mbine realword princ
ciples with the pow
wer of the digital world. The
combinatio
on is referred to as
a “blend”. It represents a
cross-dom
main mapping of tw
wo input spaces (e
e.g. “digital
functionaliity” such as sortin
ng or text processing and a
real-world concept like a writing desk). Both input
ve to share some properties (e.g. typical
t
spaces hav
activities at
a a writing desk partly
p
coincide witth digital
functionaliity such as deletin
ng, writing, and so
orting). By
blending the input spaces a new concept, the
e blend,
ome of the shared properties of the
e input spainherits so
ces. Additiionally it provides
s emergent properrties that
can increase conceptual stre
ength.

A holistic approach
h for control ro
oom design

Figure 1: Th
he four design doma
ains of
Blended Inte
eraction

A grow
wing number of emerging HCI trends take into
account that the mind is not only connec
cted to the body
but also that cognitive processes are inflluenced by the
body and according sen
nsomotoric skills [1].
[
Thus, the
c
abilities as well as
human’s physical and cognitive
her/hiis social environm
ment have to be ce
entered for the
design
n of interactive sy
ystems [1]. This aspect plays a
key ro
ole in Blended Inte
eraction and is co
onsidered from
four different
d
angles: Personal
P
Interactio
on, Physical
Enviro
onment, Social Intteraction and Com
mmunication,

Reality-Ba
ased Interaction [4
4] marks another cornerstone of th
he framework. It suggests
s
that inte
eraction
between human
h
and machin
ne should be gearred to realworld principles. Thereby th
he user’s pre-existting knowledge and evolutionary abiliities can be utilize
ed to make
interaction
n a comprehensiblle experience. How
wever, fully
imitating the
t
real-world may often not be suffficient due
to domain specific requirem
ments [4]. This situ
uation
makes the
e balance of real-w
world aspects and the
opportunitties provided by th
he digital world a major
design objjective. In terms of
o control room de
esign this
balance is crucial as an appropriate toothing between
established
d real-world princ
ciples and digital functionaf
lity is critic
cal for the operato
or’s work.

In the follo
owing, two researrch studies, focusiing on the
holistic design of control roo
oms from exemplary

domains, are presented
d. Both studies refer to Blended
Intera
action, whereby co
onceptual blending plays a
centra
al part for the con
ncepts.

Visua
alization conce
ept for traffic control rooms
www.fotocomm
munity.de/pc/pc/displlay/178798

Figure 2: Form
mer control room

http:///www.staufreieshess
sen2015.de

Figure 3: Toda
ay’s traffic control ro
oom

Figure 4: Concept for the traffic control
c
room of the futture

Figure 5: Fold
ded sheet of paper

The first concept is situ
uated in the doma
ain of traffic
ol. It features a viisualization techniique which is
contro
motivated by Conceptu
ual Blending. The c
concept
onal Interaction
addresses the two design domains Perso
a
Communicatio
on.
and Social Interaction and
sks and the
To gain an understanding of relevant tas
social environment thatt shape the work of operators a
contex
xt-of-use analysis
s in two freeway traffic
monittoring control room
ms was conducted
d. The analysis
revealed that operators
s are not adequately supported
ainly consists in m
monitoring,
in their work, which ma
osing and the manipulation of proc
cess variables.
diagno
Proces
ss variables are context-sensitive information
items which are linked to an element of the process. In
traffic
c control rooms, ty
ypical context-sen
nsitive
inform
mation covers the volume of traffic or the state of
dynam
mic traffic signs. For
F monitoring, dia
agnosing and
manip
pulating these pro
ocess variables operators had two
display types at disposa
al: large displays showing the
netwo
ork being monitore
ed and small displays showing
detaile
ed information on
n a particular section of the
netwo
ork (see Fig. 3). Further analysis re
evealed that
such work
w
environmentts do not provide any interlinking
betwe
een the two displa
ay types. Operatorrs have to
identiffy process change
es (e.g. heavy traffic) within the
superv
vised road networrk with the aid of the overview
map on
o the large displa
ay, and then manually move to
the co
orresponding section of the detail view
v
on the
small display. Due to itts limited size, the
e large display
can only show either a part of the netwo
ork (detail

zoom) or the
t
entire network
k in less detail. An
nother
issue of to
oday’s control room
m environments can
c
be seen
in the lack
k of opportunities for nonverbal coo
ordination.
In former control rooms ope
erators had to mo
ove along
ned control actuattors to intervene iinto a
fix position
process (s
see Fig 2). Hence, each operator ha
ad a notion
regarding the current activities of the other operators.
o
In today’s control room larg
ge wall-sized (ove
erview-)
displays arre used to achieve
e a common unde
erstanding
about the process state. Ho
owever, there is no support
verbal coordination
n.
for a nonv
The design
ned visualization concept
c
addresses
s these
shortcomin
ngs by blending re
eal-world principle
es with the
potentials of the digital worrld. The aim was tto create a
visualizatio
on for large wall-s
sized displays, wh
hich makes
it possible to examine local details without lo
osing
contextuall information (see
e Fig. 4). Since the
e visualization sho
ould also be applic
cable for multiuserr environments, a multi-focus
m
view was
w chosen as a special form
of a focus + context techniq
que [2]. In the sense of
Conceptua
al Blending the developed concept combines
c
a
traditional map visualization
n representing the
e process
with the ch
haracteristics of a folded sheet of p
paper (see
Fig. 5). Th
he visualization co
oncept bases on th
he Mélange
Space Fold
ding technique by Elmqvist et al. [2
2]. The
concept off a folded sheet off paper (input spa
ace 1) is
utilized to express the disto
ortion of the inform
mation
space. It represents
r
a comm
monly known real-world
concept including its feature
es such as the relation
between unfolding
u
and expa
ansion. Accordingly, those
areas thatt lie within a fold are
a distorted. At the same
time digita
al folding and posiitioning algorithms (input
space 2) help
h
to create a multi-focus
m
view. The
T
resulting blende
ed space bares em
mergent features,, e.g.
folding in a way so that the areas of a focus point can

Evaluation: In the course of usability test the concepts were
compared with current interaction
styles and analyzed by their effecttiveness. As a result the manipulation of process variables turned
out to be faster in traditional interaction manners while participants
performed better under the
(tangible) reality-based condition in
recalling their performed actions.

user’s finger. By allowing these unrealistic behaviors
the control element allows efficient interaction. While
most of these operations are not possible with the
tangible-object concept the direct-touch concept in
return does not provide the haptic features such as the
physical constraints.

process variables may help to revive former interaction
qualities by taking advantage of sensomotoric skills.
While concepts that favor digital functionality feature
faster interaction, speed may not always be the most
important operational criteria. Instead, aspects such as
the memorability of interaction may play a key role,
especially in establishing mental models.

Conclusion and Future Work
The aim of the presented work was to address the lack
of interaction styles that express process-relevant
information in today’s control rooms. On the one hand
the Folding-View integrates detailed information into
the process visualization by utilizing real-world
metaphors. Moreover, by visualizing the focus points
within the process visualization nonverbal coordination
between operators can be fostered. On the other hand
the reality-based concepts for the manipulation of

Blended Interaction as a meta framework provides a
holistic view on the design domain, which is particularly
important to security relevant areas such as control
rooms. Both cases illustrate how Blended Interaction
including its references to other frameworks can be
applied to achieve a global view on the design domain,
to understand the design tradeoffs and to generate
concepts that benefit from both, the digital and the real
world.
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